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About This Game
A 3D adventure game where your initial abilities are to knock, ask, trick and take.
You're following a mysterious Halloween invitation into the monster-filled night.
Use your abilities to get other abilities to get the final item - a treat.
What could possibly go wrong?
Mysterious atmosphere and story.
Slow-paced and occasionally spooky.
About 1 hour of playtime on a spoiler-free first run.
All assets and game engine custom made.

Accessibility Features and Anti-Features
+/- All dialog text-only
+ All sound effects dispensable
+ No color differentiation required
+ Mostly high contrast text
- Mostly low contrast scenery
+ No time limits to read on-screen text
+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks
+ In-game tutorial
+ Simple menu
- No alternative difficulty levels
+ Controller support for game and menus (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 2 2-axis analog sticks, 4 buttons)
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+ Remappable controller buttons and analog sticks
+/- Low default analog stick sensitivity but not customizable
+/- Keyboard and mouse support (sensitivity not customizable)
+ Keyboard only support
- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires if used: w, a, s, d, up, left, down, right, 1, 2, 3, enter/space/e)
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Title: All Haze Eve
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
xrrawva
Publisher:
xrrawva
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017
a09c17d780

English,German
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all haze eve
I have a 1050 and Im getting 31 fps please help. FAIR WARNING! YOU WILL NEED A ROOM SCALE SET-UP TO
PLAY THIS GAME!
Definitely a interesting gem of a VR game, The Technician scratches that little itch of a VR game that can mix two seemingly
unusual tasks together stunningly well.
First off, the tools and the UI/Menus.
They are some of the coolest UI and VR elements i have seen in a VR game. The Menus feels smooth and natural to navigate
with it's slide bar design, making for a interesting and intuitive style for the UI, fitting perfectly into the cyberpunk theme. The
tools are just flat amazing. I don't think any other VR game has tools that seem to be as precise with interactions like they do in
this game. Judging by these two alone the game gets a huge recommendation from me, as most VR games have a very clumsy
UI with radial wheels and all sorts of rubbish.
Secondly, the gameplay.
I'll say it, it's not for everyone. You have to know basic logic gate functions and pre-algebra math as well as some advanced
computing in order to get through some of the harder puzzles. And believe me when i say... it get's HARD. Trying to figure out
what goes where with guards shooting from 2 different directions at you is quite a dizzying rush of fear and pride when you pull
it off. It's definitely a bit too hectic at times, i recommend turning down the difficulty to 50% until you get a handle on things
and maybe play through the alpha levels once.
Thirdly, bugs/glitches/crashes.
As a early access game, expect unstable gameplay. I have had multiple times where the game has just given up. Once was the
game just insta-crashed when trying to pull out a wire. Another time both my hands became stuck in a weird state where they
were transparent blue and could not interact with items or objects anymore. And various other smaller bugs, like physics
freaking out a bit on wires and such.
The music isn't too fantastic, could be improved a bit by simply adding in another track that plays. Sounds are alright, can't hear
much over gunfire usually though.
All in all, it's a good game with some flaws, mostly the short size of it and the bugs/crashes do ruin the fun somewhat. I
recommend it if you really like "Hacking" style games, but wanted something more then just text... and are willing to deal with
the nature of early access games (as of the time of writing this review).
Score: 7.75/10. Cute little puzzle game. Starts out simple, but gets more advanced over time. New mechanics are introduced
gently.
Due to the low price I would recommend this to anyone looking for a casual puzzler. Very suitable for children.. I have known
about this game for years and now it's finally on steam. I've always loved it, its music, pixel art, and somewhat retro vibe. It's
decently challenging for newcomers and gets tougher.
I've been playing pixeljam games since 2008 or so, love them.. Doesnt work no matter what I do and its bothering me that I
wasted my money. Best Formula One game to grace the earth since Grand Prix 3.. A passable riff on Bomberman.
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Just wanted to test play for a few minutes - but I could not stop playing until I had completed the first scenario. This is always a
good sign! Simple graphics, easy to understand rules, fun to play!!. It's hard to explain why this game is fun, but it's fun
nonetheless. At first glance it looks like some sort of strategy game, but in reality it's a relatively mindless clickfest in the spirit
of Farmville. It's sold by Big Fish Games, where the first one is available, and falls into the sort of casual clicky games category
they're known for. Now, I never play those sorts of games, which is why this may seem like a novelty to me and therefore "fun."
You control up to four workers who are able to work on one command at a time, but you can queue up commands and the next
available worker will take the next available task. Basically, things pop up on the map and you tell workers to collect them and
then tell workers to take them from the main building to somewhere else or to go fix or upgrade something. While you're busy arailroadin', a train will come by every so often that you need to service. The real "strategy" is to balance between collection and
building. My personal battle was to not queue up so many commands in advance. When there are 10 things to click, I want to
click them all, but you'll learn to let some lumber or stone sit while you prioritize ticketing a train. It's always good to keep one
worker close to home for when trains come by or you realize you need to do something now (commands can only be canceled if
a worker hasn't already undertaken the task). If you send all four workers out, you may have to wait 5-15 seconds for them to
make it back and, well, time is money.
There are 40 maps and it took me about five hours to beat. At the end of each map, you get to work on a structure in a town. It
doesn't do anything to the game and completing all the structures doesn't award you anything. You just need to get 80% of the
town built before level 40 or the banker will...do something to you that makes you lose the game. I'm not sure why the bank is
making you build a whole town.
As far as I can tell, the story makes no sense whatsoever. You're fixing up an old railroad with your uncle while a banker follows
you around mocking you after he personally lent you the funds to take on the project for the second time. The story is identical
to the first game. I can't tell if the dialogue is poorly written or poorly translated, but it's pretty boring and the subtext is hard to
follow.
I played it in the morning while I was having my coffee and waking up before work. It hit the ol' cerebral spot. It was just what
my brain needed.
There's a demo of the first one floating around out there if you're curious. I did that before I bought it here.
Do I recommend it? Yes, but just know it's casual city, USA.. qu pack, pabwI' Hov trek vay' 'ej vaj asap je'. qapla. EDIT
16/3/2016
Regional locks have been lifted and the game now has an option for "worldwide matches". While ping may be a concern, most
games I have played online have not plagued me with packet loss or lagspikes. Game has been optimized for slower PCs and
newer machines alike. Gameplay balance is constantly being fixed.
Listen up, other game developers. This is how GreyBox and Petrogylph does things: exactly what the fans want. Thumbs up to
the folks over at GreyBox and Retroglyph for the continuous updates and connections to the fans. Thank you so very much.

EDIT: Issues regarding region lock, game optimization and gameplay balance are being fixed as I type. This is the prime time to
purchase this classical RTS and get to commanding!

[Original Post]
This is my first time writing a review on Steam but hell, this game deserves it.
Grey Goo is astonishingly fun to play, has decent AI, and good game mechanics. It is a good game overall, sadly I am speaking
at launch, and there are loads of issues waiting to be fixed.
First off, the game is currently not fully optimized, and it lags the hell out of slower and even newer pcs.
Secondly, the game is region locked, so you can't play online if you're stuck somewhere outside of players who have this game.
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Lastly, Menu screen are extremely laggy in-matches, which is probably due to optimization errors.
Would I recommend this game? Absolutely.
Would I recommend you buy it now? The answer is No. wait till the issues are fixed and you'll get one hell of an RTS.. BUY
BUY BUY!!!!!!!
Only 1 hour into the game, playing co-op with my daughter but I felt compelled to write a review. Can't remember having so
much fun in co-op mode for a very long time. Lots of yelling and screaming at each other as the pressure builds. The art and
sounds really suit the style of game, and the game has lots of variety of towers and enemies without being overwhelming.
Simple, compelling game play and so much fun.
I particularly love how you are constantly caught between deciding to building towers, upgrade existing towers or do some hack
and slash. The time management aspect really builds tension.
I love finding these indie gems.
. Nice, quick, cheap game for achievement hunters. Took me about 22 minutes to 100%. Most of my time was spent on 1 level
that was a little trickier than the rest. You basically have to shoot a capsule from your spaceship into a cargo spaceship. Some of
this requires trajectory and bouncing it off of other objects to land inside. There are 30 levels. I got it during a sale. I think some
of the mixed reviews are from people who don't think the full $1 is justified for about 20 minutes of gaming.. This is a horrible
version of the bridge build games.
- Many levels are no more then 'connect the dots'.
- There is no room for creativity, you just have to fit the pieces.
- When testing a bridge for boats the camera will point away from the bridge, so you can't see what is happening.
- The tutorial is mandatory, takes ages. I could not find a way to skip it.
- When testing the exact same bridge multiple times the outcome varies.
- When running in fullescreen mode the menu's overflow their boxes. This means for the level menu you have to scroll all the
way down to be able to click the ok\/cancel button.
I regret buying this game.
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